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Designing Low Pressure Turbines
for Optimized Airfoil Lift
In the past 10–15 years, substantial effort has been spent on increasing the airfoil lift
especially in aero-engine low pressure turbines. This has been attractive, since increased
airfoil lift can be used for airfoil count decrease leading to weight and hardware cost
reduction. The challenge with this effort consequently has been to keep the efficiency at
high levels. Depending on the baseline level of airfoil lift, an increase of 20–50% has
been realized and at least partly incorporated in modern turbine designs. With respect to
efficiency there is actually an optimum level of airfoil lift. Airfoil rows at a lift level below
this optimum suffer from an excessive number of airfoils with too much wetted surface
and especially increasing trailing edge losses. Airfoils at lift levels above this optimum
suffer from growing losses due to high peak Mach numbers inside the airfoil row, higher
rear diffusion on the airfoil suction sides, and increased secondary flow losses. Since fuel
cost have been rising significantly, as has been the awareness of the environmental
impact of CO2, it becomes more and more important to design low pressure turbines for
an optimal trade between efficiency and weight to achieve the lowest engine fuel burn.
This paper summarizes work done recently and in the past to address the main influences
and mechanisms of the airfoil lift level, with respect to losses and efficiency as a basis for
determination of optimal airfoil lift selection. �DOI: 10.1115/1.3148476�
Introduction
The weight and cost of a low pressure turbine is considerably

riven by the airfoil count. In typical low pressure �LP� turbines
bout half of the module weight is determined by the airfoils.
hus, reduction in the airfoil count directly influences the weight
f the turbine component. In addition, lower airfoil count reduces
he production and maintenance cost of the turbine. Unfortunately,
ow airfoil count results in an increased aerodynamic airfoil load.
ncreasing the airfoil loading too far, however, impairs the effi-
iency. Since efficiency change in the LP turbine almost directly
ranslates into an equivalent change in engine specific fuel con-
umption �1% ��→0.5–0.9%�SFC� any efficiency penalty has
o be thoroughly traded with the weight and cost benefits. In
lades this has to be done with special care due to stress issues in
he circumferentially extended shrouds of high lift airfoils.

Zweifel �1� was the first to link aerodynamic load and effi-
iency with the aim of determining the optimal pitch to chord
atio. He introduced a lift coefficient, known nowadays as the
weifel number, which is widely used to characterize the aerody-
amic load of an airfoil row. Further important work in the under-
tanding of the flow in LP turbines with their transitional bound-
ry layers was done by Emmons �2� and Schubauer and Klebanoff
3�, who discovered the calmed regions following turbulent spots.
he transitional character of turbomachinery boundary layers and
specially in LP turbines has been already investigated in the
970s and 1980s. e.g., by Walker �4�, Hodson �5�, Hodson et al.
6�, and Halstead et al. �7–10�.

Usually high lift airfoils are referred to having Zweifel numbers
arger than 1. Actually, some LP turbine designs in engines, such
s the V2500, which entered service in the late 1980s, already
ave airfoil rows with Zweifel coefficients in the order of 1 or
omewhat higher. A better understanding of the underlying flow
ffects were investigated by Hoheisel et al. �11� in 1987. They
nvestigated a family of three LP turbine cascades T104–T106.
his family includes airfoils with both front and aft loading hav-
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ing values of the Zweifel coefficient, Z, of about 1.04–1.07. The
fundamentals of aero LP turbine design with the background of
these investigations are described by Hourmouziadis �12�. The
T106 airfoil has been widely used especially in Europe in several
variants for research on LP turbine boundary layers.

In 1982 Pfeil et al. �13� already experimentally investigated the
influence of unsteady wake impingement on the laminar-turbulent
transition in boundary layers. Further fundamental work on this
topic was reported by Hodson �14�, Schulte and Hodson �15�,
Banieghbal et al. �16�, and Stadtmüller et al. �17�.

Besides a lot of other work on a better detailed understanding
of the boundary layer behavior in LP turbine-typical cascades
some work was reported on the introduction of high lift or ultra-
high lift �depending on the baseline and definition� into LP tur-
bines.

Gier et al. �18� investigated differences between moderate and
high lift second vane in a three-stage LP turbine using transitional
computational fluid dynamics �CFD� for analysis. Gier and Ardey
�19� investigated the mechanism for the increasing loss due to
high lift. Based on this combined with radial rig traverse data,
Ardey and Gier �20� investigated the effect of high lift on the 3D
flow and the related losses.

Haselbach et al. �21� and Howell et al. �22� introduced two high
lift levels into the three-stage LP turbine of the BR710/715 family.
They reported that the Reynolds number lapse rate, hence effi-
ciency drop at lower Reynolds numbers, was significantly stron-
ger for the so-called ultrahigh lift design with Zweifel numbers in
the area of 1.1–1.2.

Some new very high lift airfoils were tested in cascades often
with incoming wakes. Houtermans et al. �23� put additional focus
on the separation prediction of high lift airfoils. Coton and Arts
�24,25� added heat transfer measurements to loss and transition
investigations in a high lift airfoil. Popovic et al. �26� tested two
airfoils with extremely high Zweifel numbers in the area of 1.4 in
a low-speed cascade, and Praisner et al. �27� investigated the per-
formance improvement potential of contoured endwalls. Lazaro et
al. �28� took a close look into the loss production mechanism in a
low-speed cascade with moving bars.

A large amount of work has also already been carried out with
the focus on boundary layer control by different kinds of transi-

tion triggering. MTU published a patent in the mid-1980s with a
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pecially shaped boundary layer trip �29�. Sitaram et al. �30� in-
estigated the effect of cylindrical elements of different diameters
t various chordwise positions on an impulse blade and achieved
oss reductions of up to 16%. Volino �31� used rectangular bars of
ifferent heights and at different locations and presented correla-
ions for determining optimal bar heights. Ramesh et al. �32� pro-
osed to combine both unsteady and surface roughness in an op-
imal way. Zhang et al. �33� and Vera et al. �34� investigated
assive turbulation devices to be applied on the airfoil suction side
n order to suppress large separation bubbles present in high lift
irfoils in a low-speed and a high-speed facility, respectively.

Another way of inducing transition is the use of active bound-
ry layer control. For this, usually steady or pulsed injection is
nvestigated. Examples are Bons et al. �35�, Sondergard et al. �36�,
olino �37�, and McAuliffe and Sjolander �38�.
The purpose of the present work is to summarize the impact of

irfoil lift variation on loss mechanisms and their intensity in real
urbines. Therefore, the main loss sources with connection to air-
oil load are first discussed using cascade examples. In a second
tep three test turbines are discussed and evaluated with respect to
fficiency impact of lift variation. The final assessment then dis-
usses the overall path for choosing optimal airfoil lift levels.

Zweifel Lift Coefficient
The so-called Zweifel coefficient is the most widely used di-
ensionless parameter for characterization of the airfoil load

evel. It was introduced in 1945 by Otto Zweifel working for BBC
1�. It is based on the idea of comparing the actual loading and the
ideal” loading being defined by the pressure difference between
he inlet stagnation pressure and the exit static pressure by their
atio. Pullan and Harvey �39� provided a nice drawing and deduc-
ion of the Zweifel number Z. This deduction is similar to the
riginal one but with a different flow angle convention �from axial
nstead of circumference�. For a flow on a streamsurface it is
iven by

Z =
actual loading

ideal loading
=

P�Vm�V�2 − V�1�
cm�p01 − p2�

�1�

The normal deduction assumes constant meridional velocity Vm
nd incompressibility. With V2=Vm /cos �m2 the Zweifel coeffi-
ient can be written as

Z =
P�Vm

2 �tan �m2 − tan �m1�
cm1/2�V2

2

Z = 2
P

cm

�tan �m2 − tan �m1�
sec2 �m2

�2�

This formulation includes a couple of important simplifying
ssumptions. As mentioned above it is assumed that the meridi-
nal velocity, hence the axial velocity in purely axial configura-
ions, is constant. The second important assumption is incom-
ressible flow. For compressible flow with Mach numbers in the
id- to higher subsonic regime, which is typical for real LP tur-

ines, Eq. �1� should be written

Z =
P · ��2Vm2V�2 − �1Vm1V�1�

cm�p01 − p2�
�3�

In the case of constant density and constant Vm, this equation
ollapses again to Eq. �1�. Introducing the continuity equation into
he numerator of Eq. �3� results in

Z =
P

cm
·

�2Vm2
2 �tan �2 −

Vm1

Vm2
·

Am2

Am1
tan �m1�

�p01 − p2�
�4�

The term �p01− p2� is higher than the incompressible dynamic
ressure for increasing Mach numbers, e.g., by about 10% for

a=0.6. This relationship can be directly deduced and is only a
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function of Ma and gas constant �. The expression in the brackets
in the numerator, however, is a function of Ma number and flow
path. This influence depends on the case. For example, in a tur-
bine with compressible flow and Vm�const., the area ratio
Am2 /Am1 has to be larger than 1, adding to the numerator for
typical LP turbine velocity triangles. This discussion should not
devaluate the Zweifel number. Zweifel himself described only a
partially compressible formulation �1�. But one should be re-
minded that comparisons of Zweifel coefficients have to be done
with some care.

3 Loss Characterization in High Lift Airfoils
Loss generation in turbines is a very complex combination of a

number of mechanisms. In attempts to describe, separate, and
quantify the different influences on loss, Traupel �40� and Denton
�41� provided in-depth assessments based on comprehensive sur-
vey of existing data. Although the influences interact to a certain
degree, the total aerodynamic loss in an airfoil row is usually split
into two categories—two-dimensional �2D� and three-dimensional
�3D� losses. Two-dimensional losses sum up the individual loss
sources of the boundary layer flow around the airfoil, while the
three-dimensional losses characterize the losses occurring prima-
rily in the proximity of the endwalls at the hub and tip.

In low pressure turbines with their usually high aspect ratio
airfoils, the 2D losses contribute significantly to the overall loss.
Main source of these losses is the dissipation taking place inside
the airfoil boundary layer. Most of this dissipation is coming from
the airfoil suction side due to its high Ma number level and usual
rear diffusion. In addition losses are generated at the trailing edge
due to the back pressure losses.

Denton �41� tried to separate different components of 3D loss in
an airfoil row. According to his assessment more than half of the
3D losses are caused by the boundary layer flow on the endwalls
including the platforms upstream the leading edge and especially
downstream of the trailing edge. As a second source he points out
the mixing of the inlet boundary layer amplified by the secondary
flow. A third component according to Denton is related to second-
ary kinetic energy �SKE�, which can contribute in the order of
25% of the 3D entropy generation. There may be further entropy
generation components related, e.g., to transition changes due to
interaction of secondary flow with blade surface boundary layer
flow.

To assess the influence of the airfoil lift level on loss, these
model considerations are evaluated with respect to the influence
of blade lift.

3.1 Influence on 2D Losses. As mentioned above the main
driver for the 2D losses is the entropy generation in the boundary
layer flow around the airfoil. Denton �41� provided a relation for
the total entropy generation

Ṡ = �
PS+SS

CS	
0

1
Cd�V0

3

T
d� x

CS
� �5�

where the summation is for both the suction and the pressure side.
This can then be used to formulate an entropy generation coeffi-
cient �s

�s =
TṠ

m · 0.5 · Vref
2 �6�

Combining these two equations Denton comes up with the follow-
ing expression for an entropy generation coefficient:

�s = 2 �
PS+SS

CS

P cos��2�	
0

1

Cd�V0

V2
�3

d� x

CS
� �7�

It should be noted that this formulation has the underlying as-

sumption of low-speed flow. However, the principal relationship is
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the same for compressible flow.
The most important point in relation to airfoil lift is the term

�V0 /V2�3. Assuming the dissipation coefficient cd is known and
does not vary too much, this velocity term causes the suction side
boundary layer flow to contribute the largest part to the loss gen-
eration. Increasing the airfoil lift directly translates to increased
velocity levels on the suction side for similar pressure distribution
families.

In Fig. 1 a comparison of the pressure distribution is plotted for
the widely used family of T106 airfoils. The T106 has been de-
signed for a pitch to chord ratio of 0.799 �T106 A� and two larger
spaced versions; B and C had been defined and tested with about
10% and 20% increased pitch. However, these airfoils have not
been redesigned for the same exit flow angle as T106 A, leading to
somewhat reduced turning for these two airfoils.

Taking a look into a potential specification of an aerodynami-
cally optimal airfoil lift one can find diagrams for optimal pitch to
chord ratios in turbines in the book of Traupel �40� and the paper
of Denton �41�. They are plotted in Fig. 2. The flow angle con-
ventions in the two diagrams are different with Traupel using
angles with respect to the circumference and Denton using angles
with respect to the axial direction. Knowing or assuming a stagger
angle the pitch to chord ratio can be converted into a pitch to axial

atio from Ref. †40‡ top and from Ref. †41‡
ig. 1 Pressure coefficient in T106 cascade for 3 pitch: chord
atios „A, B, and C… †42‡
Fig. 2 Diagrams for optimal pitch to chord r
JULY 2010, Vol. 132 / 031008-3
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hord ratio, which is the input into the Zweifel coefficient defini-
ion. Assuming an axial flow path for simplicity an optimal Zwe-
fel coefficient can be computed from

P

cax
=

P

l · cos �s
�8�

Z = 2
P

cax
·

tan a2 − tan �1

sec2 �2
�9�

Unfortunately both relationships for optimal p /c deviate from
ach other quite considerably for a couple of boundary conditions.
or the T106, for example, with the flow angles and stagger angle
rinted in Table 1 Traupel provides an optimal p /c including the
ompressibility correction of 1.02, while from Denton’s diagram
ne can extract a value for an optimal p /c of 0.73. This is a huge
ifference.

In order to get some idea about p /c magnitudes in a typical LP
urbine airfoils, the widely used cascade family T106 is used. The
106 A has a p /c of 0.8, which can be viewed as moderate high

ift �Table 1�. Going beyond p /c of 1 as the optimal choice indi-
ated by the Traupel diagram for this airfoil is really ultrahigh lift
nd cannot be expected to be optimal.

The T106 family consists of four variants, from which three are
hosen for discussion in this paper. The version D with a p /c of
.05 is omitted, since its loading is too extreme. It is important to
ote that the pitch to chord increase for the B and C versions has
een achieved by simply increasing the pitch distance without
odifying or restaggering the airfoils. This inevitably leads to a

eduction in exit flow angle. An overview is given in Table 1.
Table 1 has four lines. In lines one, two, and four, the three

ascade versions A, B, and C are given with their respective real
xit flow angles. From the data in the table the Zweifel coefficient
ccording to Eq. �9� is computed in the right column. In line three
he sensitivity for the Zweifel number with respect to exit flow
ngle is displayed by using the exit flow angle of the baseline A
ersion. It can be seen that the T106 A already has an elevated
weifel number level above 1.0. The two versions B and C have
n increased airfoil load of about 10% and 20%, respectively.
omparing the p /c of the baseline version A with the correlation

or optimal p /c this airfoil can be expected to be somewhere in
his optimal region. The versions B and C are then located at an
ncreased lift level, which could be expected to correspond to
ncreased loss.

Traupel �40� and Denton �41� both provided a relation for the
ptimal p /c ratio, but they do not describe a function of loss for
/c ratios deviating from this optimum. However, the entropy loss
oefficient definition given by Denton can be used to estimate the
oss impact of airfoil load with respect to the 2D boundary layer

Table 1 Comparison of airfo

�1 �2

T106A 	37.7 63.1
T106B 	37.7 61.9
T106B ��2 as A� 	37.7 63.1
T106C 	37.7 60.6

Table 2 Comparison of loss estimation bas
coefficient

Cpavg

Mais
avg. �Ma /MaT106A���3

T106A 	0.192 0.655 1.0000
T106B 	0.285 0.685 1.1471
T106C 	0.384 0.718 1.3169
31008-4 / Vol. 132, JULY 2010

aded 28 May 2010 to 128.113.26.88. Redistribution subject to ASME
flow.
For this the measured pressure coefficient is plotted for the

three cascades T106 A, B, and C in Fig. 1. The data come from
testing the airfoils in a high-speed cascade �DFVLR Braunsch-
weig, cascade now in University of Armed Forces, Munich� �42�.
In this figure an operating point at a Reynolds number of 500,000
is chosen to avoid a significant influence of a separation bubble at
this point. The grid-induced free-stream turbulence was 4%. Den-
ton’s formula �7� does a summation of pressure and suction side,
where due to its mostly much smaller free-stream velocity level,
the pressure side losses turn out to be much smaller. Applied in an
approximate way to the T106 family one can compare its result
with the measured 2D loss, which is reported in Table 2.

In the first column an average value for cp is read out of Fig. 1
with the assumption of cpavg=0.6 cpmax as approximation. An
average isentropic Ma number can be computed from this. Since
we have compressible flow, we use this Ma number to compute its
third power and reference this to the value of the baseline version
A �third column�. A value is added for the pressure side, which is
only marginally affected by the lift variation �column 4�. This
value is then divided by the pitch and then again referenced to the
T106A value, giving the increase in the loss coefficient with the
lift increase. When compared with the last column with the mea-
sured loss coefficient change �Fig. 3�, a reasonable match can be
detected.

Of course this estimation has limited generality, since it in-
volves a couple of assumptions. One major assumption is that
there is a constant diffusion coefficient cd. Therefore the estima-
tion above has been done for a high Reynolds number in the
absence of separation bubbles. In reality, the diffusion coefficient
is not constant in an LP turbine boundary layer. Especially the
transitional behavior of the boundary layer has a significant im-
pact on the diffusion coefficient and thus the entropy generation.

Increasing the lift of an airfoil row directly leads to an increase
in the area in the pressure distribution. This is characterized by the
Zweifel coefficient. Since the free-stream velocity on the pressure
side is usually already low except for the last 10% of the chord,
this load increase is realized by lower pressure on the suction side
like in the example of the T106 family �Fig. 1�. This can be done
by either loading up the front part of the suction side pressure
distribution and by increasing the peak Ma number, hence de-
creasing the minimum pressure.

In any case there is the additional effect of an upstream move of
the throat area on the suction side for larger pitch to chord ratios.
These characteristic changes lead to an increase in the diffusion of
the suction side boundary layer between minimum and exit pres-
sures, both in terms of pressure difference and surface length. One
measure to limit this is by modifying the pressure distributions

t coefficients for T106 family

p /c �s p /cax Z

0.799 30.7 0.93 1.04
0.873 30.7 1.02 1.19
0.873 30.7 1.02 1.14
0.95 30.7 1.10 1.36

on free-stream velocity with measured loss

Sum
S+SS

��s� /
��s�T106A

� �Re=500 k�,
measured

� /�T106A
measured

.2200 1.0000 1.9200 1.0000

.3670 1.0256 1.9200 1.0000

.5369 1.0595 2.0200 1.0521
il lif
ed

P

1
1
1
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haracteristic by increasing front loading.
In a more recent investigation than the T106 airfoils two new

igh lift airfoils �T161 and T162� have been designed and com-
ared with a baseline airfoil �T160�. The tests were performed in
he high-speed cascade facility of the University of the Armed
orces, Munich. Their pressure distributions are shown in Fig. 4.
n contrast to the T106 family, the two high lift airfoils have been
esigned for the same velocity triangle as their baseline T160. The
160–T162 airfoils have a turning close to 110 deg with an ac-
eleration ratio of only 1.6, which is realized by a divergent flow
ath in the cascade. Thus, these airfoils have a higher turning and
ower acceleration than the T106.

The Zweifel coefficient for the T161 and T162 is identical at
early 1.2 and about 25% higher than for the T160. The main
ifference between T161 and T162 is the different types of the
ressure distribution. T161 features a pronounced rear loading
ith the peak suction being at the same axial chord as for base-

ine. T162 in contrast is more forward loaded with a smaller de-
eleration gradient after peak suction. The computed pressure dis-
ributions compare quite well with the experiment and exhibit the
ame trends. All computations in this paper have been performed
ith the CFD code TRACE developed at DLR and used as in-house

ode within MTU �43�.
In Fig. 5 the resulting losses at midspan are plotted as a func-

ion of the Reynolds number. The tests have been performed with

ig. 3 Loss coefficient in T106 cascade „midspan… for three
itch: chord ratios „A, B, and C… †42‡

ig. 4 Pressure distribution for baseline „T160… and two high
ift cascades „T161 and T162…, Re=200k, with periodic wakes at

nlet

ournal of Turbomachinery
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a moving bar at the inlet to simulate incoming wakes and for
realistic flow Mach numbers. It can be seen that the form of the
pressure distribution has a significant impact on the performance
especially at low Re numbers. The T162 has a very comparable
loss at midspan to the baseline T160, hence thinking in terms of
Eq. �7�, the higher Ma number level on the suction side is com-
pensated by the reduced surface and reduced number of trailing
edges. The rear loaded T161 in contrast features a steeper Re lapse
rate, what could be expected for this profile type with reaching a
similar loss for relatively high Re numbers.

Summarizing the discussion of 2D losses, it can be noted that
the introduction of higher lift in an airfoil row leads to increased
losses through the elevated Ma number level of the free-stream
close to the suction side and the longer and more pronounced
suction side diffusion. This longer diffusion results in an earlier
laminar-turbulent transition and longer turbulent boundary layer
portions. Hence, the diffusion coefficient in Eq. �7� is higher on
average. There is a balancing mechanism due to reduced surface
area and fewer trailing edges incurring back pressure related
losses. However, after surpassing some lift level in the order of
Zweifel 
1 the additional loss mechanisms start to become pro-
gressively larger even in the absence of an open suction side sepa-
ration.

3.2 Influence on 3D Losses. In contrast to the 2D losses, the
publication of Denton �41� does not provide any relation for loss
as a function of blade load. Traupel, however, provides a formula,
which is linearly dependent on the pitch to airfoil height ratio

�rest =
�p

�p0
F

p

h
+ �a or �rest =

�p

�p0
F

p

c
·

c

h
+ �a �10�

The ratio of �p to �p0 is the ratio of the profile loss �2D� to the
basic profile loss and is usually close to unity. For the function F
Traupel provides a diagram, where F is a function of turning and
acceleration. For a given height h of the airfoil, an increased pa-
rameter pitch p—by airfoil count reduction—gives a linearly in-
creased loss coefficient. However, this formula has to be used with
care, since p /c and the aspect ratio are combined here.

Denton �41� tried to segregate the individual contributions to
3D loss. The first major endwall loss source he addresses is the
loss generated in the endwall boundary layer. Together with the
platforms upstream of the leading edge, and especially down-
stream of the trailing edge, this loss could be responsible for up to
2/3 of the total endwall loss according to Denton.

Assessing the question, which influence an increased lift level
could have on this loss component, one can use the idea of Eq. �7�
again. As discussed above, an increased airfoil lift leads to in-
creased local Ma number levels on the airfoil suction side and its

Fig. 5 Comparison of loss coefficient at midspan for baseline
„T160… and two high lift cascades „T161 and T162…, inflow with
wakes
proximity. Thus this elevated Ma number level also exists on the

JULY 2010, Vol. 132 / 031008-5
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ndwall boundary layer. Even if it is assumed that the diffusion
oefficient cd does not change, compared with a lower lift airfoil
here are regions of higher Ma number in the endwall boundary
ayer free-stream. These introduce additional losses without any
ntensification of the endwall secondary flow structures. This loss
ncrease grows gradually with increased airfoil lift

The second loss mechanism described by Denton �41� is mixing
oss of the inflow boundary layer, which is amplified by the sec-
ndary flow. The third component is the loss associated with the
econdary kinetic energy SKE, which is said to be about 1

4 of the
otal endwall loss. Due to the complexity of the secondary flow,
here is no reasonable relationship known to deterministically
haracterize the different influences of the global parameters on
hese secondary flow mechanisms, hence none for airfoil lift.

However, one could do a simple thought experiment. Assuming
n airfoil row with an extremely small pitch to chord ratio, thus,
ery small lift, the radial penetration height of the secondary flow
otions will be pretty small. It cannot be expected that the size of

he vortices significantly exceeds the distance between suction and
ressure side. There is not much inflow vorticity per airfoil pas-
age for such a small pitch, which then can roll up and cause
ixing losses downstream. In case of an enlarged pitch the

mount of vorticity per passage increased naturally and so the
ortical structures like the passage vortex system can move fur-
her into the flow channel. Although not quantifiable this can be
xpected to increase the endwall loss, too.

To get an idea of the intensity of these effects the total pressure
osses of the three cascades T160–T162 are compared in a plane
ownstream of the trailing edge for the same Reynolds and Mach
umbers �Fig. 6�. The results support the reasoning in the last
aragraph. The core of the passage vortex indicated by the maxi-
um in total pressure loss coefficient has moved from about
0.39 rel. channel height z /h to about z /h=−0.36 for T161 and to

/h=−0.35 for T162, respectively. Thus the two high lift cascades
xhibit the expected move of the secondary flow system toward
idpassage.
The two high lift cascades both seem to have higher losses than

he baseline airfoil. To assess this more quantitatively, the integral
osses of these three cascades are separated into 2D and 3D losses.
he 3D losses are calculated from the integral loss minus the 2D

oss. This loss breakdown is compared with the result for the
rest” loss �rest in correlation �10� �40� in Fig. 7.

It can be seen that both high lift cascades exhibit higher overall
osses than the baseline T160. Although the 2D loss of T162 is
lmost identical to that of T160, its 3D loss is significantly higher.
or the rear loaded T161, the 3D loss is only moderately in-
reased. However, its 2D loss exhibits a significant increase, at
east at this Re number, leading to a significant overall loss in-
rease. Since the correlation of Traupel does not take into account
ny airfoil design variables, such as stagger angle, besides the
eight and pitch, it computes identical 3D losses for the high lift
ascades. If one roughly averages the 3D loss of the two high lift
irfoils from measurement and compares it to the predicted �cor-
elation� loss increase, both are pretty similar with a value of 0.2
ref-T160. This result is in line with recent findings of Zoric et al.
44� who compared a front loaded and an aft loaded high lift
irfoil with the baseline PAKB cascade airfoil.

Finally, the radial distribution of the secondary kinetic energy
omputed from the experimentally gathered velocities is shown in
ig. 8. As expected, the intensity of the SKE is increased for both
igh lift designs compared with the baseline. Their distribution
nd maximum is quite comparable. The higher 3D loss of the
162 compared with the T161 cannot be explained by differences

n the SKE. This is in line with Fig. 6, where the differences in
ow structure between the more aft loaded T161 and the more
orward loaded T162 are relatively small. The stronger 3D loss of
he T162 seems to originate significantly from the region at about
5% span �z /h=0.25�. This could be an interaction with the airfoil

oundary layer, which increases due to the longer deceleration

31008-6 / Vol. 132, JULY 2010
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length of the forward load design.
There is a mentionable influence of the airfoil lift on the loss in

an airfoil row. Actually the 3D losses can contribute quite signifi-
cantly to the lift-related loss increase �Fig. 7�. The discussed cas-
cade tests indicate that their contribution may well be larger than
the contribution from additional 2D losses. In any case the 3D

Fig. 6 Total pressure loss for baseline „T160… and two high lift
cascades „T161 and T162… 40% downstream of the trailing edge

Fig. 7 Total pressure loss „reference T160 total loss… for base-
line „T160… and two high lift cascades „T161 and T162…, Re

=200k
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osses will also gradually grow with airfoil lift increase, pushing
ny aerodynamic lift optimum toward reduced Zweifel numbers.

Evaluation of Lift Variation in Turbines
In real turbines two main issues have to be addressed. The first

s the performance impact of lift variation, which for LP turbines
s primarily characterized by the efficiency development in the
perating map and the sensitivity to Reynolds number, hence
ight altitude level. The second issue is the evaluation of what
auses an efficiency change in the full turbine. In analogy to Sec.
this could be a change in 2D boundary layer losses, as well as

D losses, with all the complex interactions of the real machine.
In this paper three LP turbines are evaluated and discussed to at

east a certain degree. All have been tested as real speed full scale
urbine rigs in an altitude test. The first turbine is a Rolls-Royce
esign based on the BR715 and has been published by Haselbach
t al. �21�. The second is an older MTU design �MTU-A� three-
tage LP turbine. The third is a more recent MTU design
MTU-B� five-stage LP turbine. For all described turbines the dis-
ussion is based on a comparison of at least a high lift with a more
r less conventional design.

The BR715 LP turbine described by Haselbach et al. �21� is a
hree-stage turbine for a midsize aero-engine. The comparison of
aselbach et al. is based on a lift increase of 11% for the so-called

ultrahigh lift” design from the baseline BR715. This lift increase
as incorporated in the second and third stage, while the first

tage remained unchanged. The turbine has a high aspect ratio of
–5 typical for LP turbines. It should be also noted that the airfoils
ere made thinner on the pressure side, with local thickening in

he endwall proximity to suppress the interaction of secondary
ow with pressure side separation bubble.
In Fig. 9 the overall performance of the two builds is compared

s a function of Reynolds number, thus flight altitude. The Re
ariation is sufficient to cover the range between take-off and high
ltitude. As also highlighted by Haselbach et al. �21� the ultrahigh
ift turbine has a stronger Re lapse rate, leading to no efficiency
rop at take-off �sea level� and 0.5% efficiency drop at cruise Re
umbers at around Re=120,000.

Also, it is important to note that Haselbach et al. reported a
ignificant sensitivity of the efficiency change with the revolution
peed in the operating map between 100% and 120% speed. The
fficiency drop was smaller for a higher speed of 120%. Hasel-
ach et al. �21� gave two reasonable explanations for this phenom-
non. First, the flow turning in the airfoil rows is reduced for
igher speeds. This is expected to damp the intensity of the sec-
ndary flow and reduces especially the 3D loss. Since high lift
irfoils tend to increase 3D losses as also shown above, the benefit

ig. 8 Secondary kinetic energy comparison between T160
nd two high lift cascades, T161 and T162, Re=200k, half span
f the higher speed is larger for these airfoils. Second, the higher
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turning velocity leads to higher wake frequencies, which are gen-
erally reduced for high lift with fewer airfoils per row. Haselbach
et al. �21� referred to similar effects in the cascade experiments.
However, a change in wake frequencies in a cascade experiment
performed in a way as described by Haselbach et al. also changes
the average turbulence level in the airfoil row. And the individual
wakes produced by high lift airfoils are stronger and with more
turbulence than wakes of lower lift airfoils.

The second rig in the discussion is referred to as MTU-A tur-
bine rig. Figure 10 shows a picture of the general arrangement.
The baseline turbine build D01 is deduced from the first three
stages of a large turbofan engine. Three configurations are com-
pared and discussed. The first is the baseline build D01, which had
been built up with three different sectors in the second vane with
different airfoil loading designs. Here, the baseline with 138 vanes
and the high lift version with 111 vanes are used. A plot of the
pressure distribution of the second vane in build D01 is shown in
Fig. 11. It is taken from an earlier paper of Gier et al. �18�. The
type of the pressure distribution is maintained with the typical
effects of higher peak Ma numbers and a forward shift of peak
suction due to the larger pitch to chord ratio.

The third configuration is called build D02, which is the build
shown in Fig. 10. Here, all stator rows are equipped with airfoils
with 20% higher loading. The rotor rows also had been redesigned
but with unchanged airfoil count. All build D02 airfoils feature
additional 3D design measures.

In Fig. 12 the efficiency of the three configurations is compared
for two speed lines. For the design speed �n /nd=100%� the con-
ventional lift build D01 shows and efficiency advantage of about
0.3% compared with the high lift build D02. Within the measure-

Fig. 9 Turbine efficiency versus normalized Reynolds number
for HL and UHL blading from Ref. †21‡
Fig. 10 General arrangement of MTU-A turbine rig, build D02
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ent variations this is almost constant for all measured pressure
atios. The build D01 with 111 vanes and two airfoils shows some
ensitivity with respect to pressure ratio.

In the case of the 80% speed line the tendency between high lift
nd conventional lift is surprisingly reversed. Increasingly, with
ising pressure ratio, the high lift build D02 exhibits a perfor-
ance benefit up to 0.5%. This result is a strong indication of the
ajor importance of the impact of the 3D losses with respect to

ift variation. At the lower speed the turbine is running at stronger
ositive incidence. This is typical for this type of turbofan en-
ines. At larger positive incidences the intensity of the losses due
o 3D flow structures is increased due to the higher degree of
urning and the stronger front loading of the pressure distribution.
s mentioned above, build D02 was not only redesigned with
igher lift vanes but also with additional 3D design features,
hich gained effectiveness with lower speeds and higher positive

ncidence, offsetting the detrimental effect of the high lift design.
The second important performance characteristic is the effi-

iency variation with Reynolds number. The Re lapse for the
TU-A rig is shown in Fig. 13. In this turbine the efficiency

ehaves in a similar fashion as the BR715 rig described above. At
e=550,000 the high lift build features the same efficiency as the
onventional one. Toward lower Re numbers a significant effi-

ig. 11 Midspan surface pressure distribution for middle vane
2 in MTU-A turbine, comparison of baseline „N138… and high

ift „N111…, measurement „symbols…, and CFD „lines…

ig. 12 Efficiency for 100% and 80% speed lines for MTU-A

urbine, comparison of baseline D01, and high lift D02 builds

31008-8 / Vol. 132, JULY 2010
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ciency drop up to 1% develops. At this point it should be men-
tioned, however, that the two lower Re numbers are below the
design conditions. Interestingly the build D01 with the high lift
vane 2 has the same efficiency drop for the lowest Re number,
leading to the conclusion that this airfoil is at least close to sepa-
ration.

The third rig in this discussion is a more recently tested large
five-stage turbine �MTU-B�. Two builds were tested with build
B02 featuring high lift airfoils in seven of the ten turbine rows.
The redesigned rows are colored in Fig. 14. In the modified rows
the new loading was chosen at a Zweifel coefficient of about 1.15.
Since the stage loading coefficient of this turbine is relatively high
with a value above 2.5, this Zweifel level is already quite el-
evated. The Zweifel coefficient of the baseline build B01 varied to
some extent. Hence, the airfoil lift increase is not identical for all
redesigned rows. On average the airfoil count was reduced by
approximately 25% in the modified rows.

The rig was heavily instrumented including static pressures on
the vanes and intrarow pressure and temperature leading edge
instrumentation. The tests were performed in the altitude test fa-
cility of Stuttgart University.

The efficiency as function of specific work and rotational speed
is plotted in Fig. 15. Both experimental and numerical values
computed with 3D CFD code TRACE in steady 3D mode are
shown.

The introduction of the high lift airfoil rows produces an effi-
ciency reduction of about 0.8% at design conditions, which is
�h /T=330 and 100% speed. At the design speed the original
conventional lift turbine showed no efficiency variation with spe-
cific work, hence pressure ratio. However, the high lift turbine
does show such sensitivity with decreasing efficiency with in-
creasing work.

This trend is maintained for the 90% and 80% speed. At the
lower speeds also the baseline turbine exhibits sensitivity with
respect to specific work, but this is increased for the high lift
arrangement. The reason for this behavior could be the 2D losses
being more sensitive to pressure ratio driven Ma number change,

Fig. 13 Turbine efficiency versus Reynolds number „first
vane… for MTU-A, comparison of baseline D01, D01_V2%–20%,
and high lift D02 build, n /nd=100%

Fig. 14 General arrangement of five-stage rig, modified airfoil

rows for build B02
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s well as the 3D losses due to increased turning. It should also be
ighlighted at this point that the efficiency drop of the high lift
ersus the conventional lift doubles for the 80% speed compared
ith the design speed.
The first step in assessing the background for this behavior is to

ake a look at a typical pressure distribution. For this the fourth
ane is chosen because it features a highly resolved pressure tap-
ing in the suction side diffusion region at midspan �Fig. 16�. The
ift increase in this row is slightly below the average lift increase.
rom the pressure distribution plot the lift increase is clearly vis-

ble. In all three sections the peak suction has moved upstream
ith the throat area. In order to avoid too high peak Mach num-
ers and suction side diffusion rates, the pressure distribution is
esigned with more forward loading.

Taking a closer look into the 50% span distribution it can be
een that the separation bubble has moved upstream in the high
ift airfoil. This goes in line with a longer turbulent boundary layer
ength. The result is a loss increase at midspan, similar to the
ndings in the cascades. For the entire turbine this loss increase at
idspan can be seen in the radial efficiency distribution plotted in
ig. 17.
In the left plot of this figure an efficiency difference between

01 and B02 at midspan of about 0.35% is present for design
onditions. The overall efficiency drop for this operating point is
.8%. As can also be seen from the same plot the additional losses
riginate in the endwall regions, thus can be attributed to the 3D
oss mechanisms discussed in the cascade section above. Actually,
hese 3D losses are further increased through the additional losses
f the leakage flows �for further background on leakage related
oss see Ref. �45��. Although the velocity triangles are not
hanged through the introduction of high lift, the circumferential
onuniformities cause additional mixing grow with increasing lift.

ig. 15 Operating map of five-stage rig, comparison of build
01 and build B02
Fig. 16 Surface pressure distribution for Rig MTU-B, V
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In Fig. 18 the secondary kinetic energy distribution from the
CFD computation is shown for two operating conditions. At de-
sign condition this quantity increases by approximately 25%. Both
hub and tip endwall regions are subject to this increase. Although
SKE does not necessarily directly translate into loss, it is a strong
indication of intensified secondary flow structures. Since the un-
derlying CFD has been run omitting leakage, this effect can be
expected to be even stronger in the real machine. And as discussed
above there are additional losses due to a higher local Ma number
level on the endwalls.

At 80% speed the efficiency at midspan is reduced by 0.9%.
This indicates that the midspan loss increase at this off-design
condition is overproportional. However, the 3D loss increase is
obviously even stronger. One indication is pure arithmetics: The
additional efficiency loss due to 3D effects at design point condi-
tions is 0.8–0.35=0.45%, while at 80% speed this value is
1.6–0.9=0.7%. Another characteristic change is the shape of the
radial efficiency distribution. In both operating points, but espe-
cially at 80% speed the high lift turbine has a thinner region of
higher efficiencies at midspan �Fig. 17�. This is a good indication
of the stronger secondary flows and happens because the larger
pitch to chord ratio leads to radially enlarged vortices. This is also
in line with Fig. 18. At 80% speed the total SKE magnitude is
comparable to the 100% speed �higher at the hub, lower at the tip�
but for a smaller pressure ratio, thus a smaller velocity level.

It should be also mentioned here, that the CFD computation
�TRACE� did a quite good job in predicting the flow. The pressure
distribution is well reproduced including the separation bubbles
for all three spanwise locations and reduced speed. One reason for
this also is actually the excellent hardware quality of the milled
airfoils. This enables to reproduce the operating lines quite well
too �Fig. 15�.

On the right side of Fig. 17 the design efficiency distribution is
compared with a lower and a higher Re number. Actually, the
higher Re number is not a take-off condition due to power limi-
tations of the facility. The midspan efficiency penalty for the high

Fig. 17 Turbine efficiency versus span in MTU-B, sensitivity to
speed „left…, and Reynolds number „right…
ane 4, for 100% speed and 80% speed, Re=design
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ift is only 0.2% for the low Re number compared with 0.3–0.35
or the two higher Re numbers. This is interesting, since usually
ne would expect a stronger Re lapse for the high lift at midspan.
lso the efficiency drops more in the hub than in the tip region for

he high lift configuration. This could be partly due to the mild
hange in the radial vortexing, which was necessary for the high
ift introduction at the hub. Another reason could be a more inten-
ive interaction of the suction side boundary layer with the sec-
ndary flow.

In Fig. 19 the integral efficiency is plotted versus Reynolds
umber for measurement and CFD. The CFD provides a reason-
bly good prediction with a little bit of improvement potential for
02 at the high Re number. The design condition is at Re=220k,
hich is the first vane Re number. At this operating point the last
ane runs at about Re=100k.

The significant difference with both MTU-A and the BR715 rig
s the Re lapse rate. In this MTU-B rig the efficiency reduction
ue to high lift is larger for the higher Reynolds number than for
he smallest one. And this phenomenon is smooth, i.e., the inter-

ediate Re numbers exhibit intermediate efficiency effects. Again
t should be noted here that an operating point near take-off, the
e number could not be measured due to the size of the rig. So, a
irect comparison with the BR715 cannot be made in this respect.

The question is, what causes this rig to behave differently with
espect to Re lapse. The question has not been answered com-
letely yet. However, the type of pressure distribution used in the
TU-B rig is somewhere between the two high lift cascades from

he previous chapter �T161 and T162�. And these showed a quite
ifferent Re lapse behavior. A second reason could be the inten-
ification of the individual wakes, which triggers an earlier and
ore stable transition location on the subsequent airfoil row. As
entioned above the efficiency penalty of the high lift build B02

t midspan is 0.2% for the lowest Re number and 0.35% at the
esign Re number. This is quite exactly also the integral efficiency

ig. 18 Secondary kinetic energy change for MTU-B, V4, ref-
rence B01 black, high lift B02 light

ig. 19 Reynolds lapse of five-stage rig, comparison of build

01 and build B02
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delta variation between the two Re numbers. This provides a
strong indication that the 2D loss mechanisms play the larger role
for this.

In Fig. 20 a photograph of the fourth vane with dye injection is
shown. Although this vane already runs at Re numbers not much
larger than 100k in the design point, no recirculation zone on the
suction side representing a separation could be found. From this
one could deduce that the more intensive wakes in connection
with the longer surface length downstream of the throat play a
major role for the reduced Re lapse. This may have been amplified
through the relatively high stage loading coefficient leading to
elevated surface Ma number and the connected large flow turning
in the airfoil rows.

5 Path to Optimal Choice of Airfoil Lift Level
In Secs. 3 and 4 a lot of results of high lift investigations have

been described and discussed. The question is what can be learned
from this with respect to an optimal choice of the airfoil lift. As
mentioned in the beginning, the overall trade has to be done to-
gether with weight and cost. Since this trade very much depends
on a lot of topics, such as airplane, typical mission, etc., the op-
timal trade will vary but will always be at a higher lift level than
the lift for optimal efficiency only.

In Secs. 3 and 4 a couple of main insights have been gathered.
Both 2D and 3D losses contribute to a loss increase of high lift
airfoils. The difference is that for 2D losses there is an optimal
airfoil load, while for the 3D losses there is no mechanism, which
ends up having a minimal loss contribution at reasonable Zweifel
coefficients.

The diagram of Denton �41� for optimal pitch to chord ratio
translated into optimal Zweifel coefficient for a typical LP turbine
velocity triangle �T106� would give an optimal Zweifel number
somewhere in the proximity of 0.9. Interestingly this still in the
range of loading coefficients given by Zweifel �1� himself in
1945. Although this number is based on an estimation of a con-
stant diffusion coefficient, which is not reality in transitional LP
turbine boundary layers, this result seems reasonable. However,
adding the impact of the 3D losses, which gradually increase with
increasing airfoil loading, the optimum including both effects has
to move to smaller airfoil loadings.

Some measures can be taken to move the optimum airfoil load-
ing to higher levels. The first is to do an appropriate airfoil design,
i.e., pressure distribution. This may have a significant impact, as
shown above and in literature. The choice of this design has to
take some important boundary conditions into account, such as
flight altitudes, stage loading, stage pressure ratio, operating
range, and annulus shape.

In addition, introducing measures for reduction in secondary
flow intensity, such as 3D airfoil design and endwall contouring,
e.g., Praisner et al. �46� will have more effect for larger airfoil

Fig. 20 Flow visualization in fourth vane, rig MTU-B
loading and will thus also move the optimum Zweifel coefficient
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o higher levels. Further improvement may come from additional
easures for boundary layer control. By this the purely aerody-

amic optimum airfoil load may be driven to Zweifel numbers in
he area of 1.0 for conventional LP turbines. Turbines with a high
tage loading feature optimum lift levels of about 0.1 less in terms
f Zweifel number due to their elevated Mach number levels.

However, there is no physical reason for a large flat region of
onstant efficiency for varying airfoil load. Even in the absence of
ny open separations or similar drastic flow effects the pure Mach
umber driven increase in 2D and especially 3D losses cannot be
voided.

In order to determine the optimum airfoil lift level for a given
P turbine application, the designer first has to use good experi-
nce based predesign programs to determine the appropriate range
f airfoil lift. And following this he needs a well validated and
eliable 3D CFD code for the exact choice of airfoil lift and the
valuation of the detailed design.

The last figure of this paper �Fig. 21� is taken from the CFD
ased design of the MTU-B high lift turbine. It shows the com-
uted efficiency of the baseline turbine, the finally chosen build
02, and two fully aerodesigned versions with even higher lift
oefficients. Although it is not complete in the sense that no lift
evels below the datum turbine have been designed, it gives some
ndication that the baseline design is aerodynamically already on
he high side with respect to airfoil lift level.

Conclusions
In this paper investigations on the impact of aerodynamic air-

oil loading on loss and efficiency are described and summarized.
he continuously growing literature on the topic of increasing the
irfoil lift lays out a good basis for such development. However,
ost of the related research has been performed in cascade tests,

nd only limited information about the trends in real machinery
as been available so far.

The discussion focuses on assessment of loss sensitivities with
arying airfoil lift. For this, cascade data are evaluated first. Fol-
owing this evaluation, investigations on three test turbines are
iscussed. It turns out that most of the behavior of the turbine flow
an be explained by the basic considerations. However, as could
e expected, the relative magnitude of the loss determining
echanisms is different between the different turbine configura-

ions. One example is that the Reynolds lapse rate does not have
o be steeper for higher lift designs.

Evaluating the overall picture of efficiency sensitivity with re-
pect to airfoil lift, it is concluded that a distinct lift exists for
ptimum efficiency. With respect to the dimensionless Zweifel
oefficient as a measure for airfoil lift this optimum is located
omewhere in the range between 0.8 and 1.0 for typical LP tur-
ines depending on the aerodynamic boundary conditions and
lade design limitations. Increasing the lift further inevitably will
ead to progressively reduced efficiencies.

There are measures to move the aero-optimal lift level to larger

ig. 21 Efficiency drop predicted by CFD for MTU-B turbine
or designs with different average Zweifel coefficients
alues. This could be done by boundary layer control to reduce
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2D losses especially at lower Reynolds numbers and through in-
troduction of suitable 3D design to reduce endwall flow related
losses.

The optimal airfoil lift level is of course somewhat higher for
an aero-engine turbine because the savings in weight and cost
with fewer airfoils per row trade into this direction. This actual
number for this optimal lift depends strongly on the mission of the
airplane and the related trades.
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Nomenclature
A � area �m2�
c � chord �m�

Cd � diffusion coefficient
Cs � surface length �m�
Cp � pressure coefficient

h � enthalpy �kJ/kg�
h � airfoil height �m�
l � true chord �m�

lax � axial chord �m�
m � mass flow rate �kg/s�

P, p � pitch �m�
p � pressure �Pa�
S � entropy generation rate �kg m /s3 K�
T � temperature �K�
V � velocity �m/s�

V0 � velocity at boundary layer edge �m/s�
x � axial coordinate �m�
w � velocity in relative frame �m/s�
Z � Zweifel coefficient

Ma � Mach number
Re � Reynolds number
PS � pressure side
SS � suction side
� � flow angle �from axis� �deg�

�S � stagger angle �deg�
� � efficiency
� � isentropic coefficient
� � pressure ratio
� � density �kg /m3�
� � loss coefficient

Subscripts
ax � axial
is � isentropic
m � meridional
s � entropy
0 � total
1 � inlet
2 � exit
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